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It's easy to limit your Google searches to a specific 'domain'.

Simply use the command site: followed by the domain you are interested in. There are no spaces after the colon...

The most popular top level domains are .com (commercial); .org (nonprofit); .gov (governmental); .edu (educational institution); and .net (network).

You can even limit to very specific site of origin - e.g. poklib.org to retrieve only websites generated and maintained by that agency.

Below are a few examples:

Google recognizes an invisible “and” between the search phrase and site limiter... requiring that both be present in every result retrieved.

Notice how the web address/URL for each result (in green type) contains “vassar.edu” as the domain. The search has limited results to only those from Vassar College. For sites about Vassar's art from other agencies search “hudson river school” “vassar college”
Here are a few more examples. Using the site limiter lets you have more control over where the results you get come from...

Radon site:.gov

Notice, when using only the top level domain (.gov, etc.), that the dot is directly after the colon.

These results all come from governmental (.gov) agencies

Mars site:nasa.gov